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ABSTRACT 
It is well known that maximum-likelihood (ML) decoding 
in many digital communication schemes reduces to solving 
an integer least-squares problem, which is NP hard in the 
worst-case. On the other hand, it has recently been shown 
that, over a wide range of dimensions and signal-to-noise ra- 
tios (SNR), the sphere decoder can be used to find the exact 
solution with an expected complexity that is roughly cubic 
in the dimension of the probIem. However, the computa- 
tional complexity of sphere decoding becomes prohibitive 
if the SNR is too low and/or if the dimension of the problem 
is too large. In recent work [7], we have targeted these two 
regimes and attempted to find faster algorithms by employ- 
ing a branch-and-bound technique based on convex relax- 
ations of the original integer least-squares problem. In this 
paper, using ideas from H m  estimation theory, we propose 
new lower bounds that are generally tighter than the ones 
obtained in [7]. Simulation results show the advantages, in 
terms of computational complexity, of the new HM-based 
branch-and-bound algorithm over the ones based on convex 
relaxation, as well as the original sphere decoder. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we are interested in solving exactly the follow- 
ing problem 
where x E E", I€ E 'Rmxm, and D refers to some sub- 
set of the integer lattice Z m .  The main idea of the sphere 
decoding aigorithm [l J for solving (1)  is based on finding 
all points s such that H s  lies within a sphere of some ade- 
quately chosen radius d centered at x, i.e., on finding all s 
such that 
and then choosing the one that minimizes the objective func- 
tion. Using the QR-decomposition H = QR, with Q uni- 
tary and R upper triangular, we can reformulate (2) as 
(3) 
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where we have defined y = Q'x. 
be further rewritten as 
Now using the upper-triangular property of R, (3) can 
(4) 2 2 d 2 / lYk:m - Rk:m,k:mSk:m\I 
11Yl:k-1 - ~I:k-l,l:k-l~l:k-l - Rl:k-l~k:m%:mll*, 
for any 2 5 k 5 m, where the subscripts determine the en- 
tries the various vectors and matrices run over. A necessary 
condition for (3) can therefore be obtained by omitting the 
second term on the RHS of the above expression to yield 
( 5 )  
The sphere decoder finds all points s in (2) by proceed- 
ing inductively on (S), starting from k = m. and proceeding 
to k = 1. (For more details on the sphere decoder and for 
an explicit description of the algorithm the reader may refer 
to [ l ,  6, 31.) Although the sphere decoding algorithm in- 
troduces the nice idea of searching over the dimensions of 
the unknown vector one at a time, its worst case complex- 
ity i s  exponential. However, in communications application 
where the system model can be described as 
2 2 l I Y h  - R k : m , k : m S k : m l I Z .  
x = H s + w ,  (6) 
and where the entries of w represent noise and are indepen- 
dent d ( 0 :  U') random variables, it can be shown (see [3]) 
that for appropriate choice of d the expected complexity of 
the sphere decoding algorithm is roughly cubic over a wide 
range of SNR's and dimensions. StiI1, in low SNR regimes 
and for large dimensions the complexity of the sphere de- 
coder defined in (5) becomes increasingly prohibitive. In 
those cases one usually turns to heuristics approaches (see, 
e.g., [4]) or some kind of statisticaI pruning (see, e.g. [SI). 
In previous work [7], we attempted to reduce the com- 
putational complexity of the sphere decoder while still find- 
ing the exact solution. The main idea was that instead of 
using the sphere decoder as defined in ( 5 )  we used the one 
described by 
(7) 2 d2 - P IIYk:m - R k : m , k : n S k : m l l  ' 
where LB is a lower bound on the RHS of (4), i.e. 
LB = L B ( Y I : ~ - ~ ,  R I : ~ - I , I : ~ :  sk:m)  5 
min 
s ~ . I ; - - L E D c Z k - I  
I ~ Y I : . J - I  - R I + I , I : ~ - I S ~ ; ~ - I  - R ~ : k - - l , k : ~ ~ k : ~ l l ' ,  
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As it was noticed in [7], (7) is certainly a more restricted 
condition than ( 5 )  and so will lead to the elimination of more 
points from the tree. Furthermore, using (7) instead of ( 5 )  in 
the sphere decoder algorithm will not result in missing any 
lattice points defined by (2) since we use a lower bound for 
the remainder of the cost in (4). 
Clearly, the tighter the lower bound LB, the more points 
that will be pruned from the tree. This essentially means that 
in order to obtain a sphere decoder with lower complexity 
we have to find as tight as possible lower bounds on the 
integer least-squares problem 
where we have defined z p k - 1  = Y 1 : k - 1 -  R I : ~ - ~ , ~ : ~ S I ; : ~ .  
Finding such lower bounds was the focus of 171. In partic- 
ular, in [7] we considered two techniques for finding lower 
bounds on the the integer least-squares problem (8). The 
first one is based on the relaxation of the discrete search 
space to a sphere or to a polytope. The second one is based 
on duality theory. As shown in [7], the duality theory based 
lower bounds are tighter and therefore will prune the search 
tree the most. However, they require cubic computational 
complexity per node visited in the search tree, whereas the 
spherical relaxation lower bound, say, requires only quadratic 
complexity. A main conclusion of 171 was that it would be 
useful to obtain lower bounds tighter than the sphere con- 
strained ones that still require only quadratic complexity per 
visited node. 
In this paper, we address this issue by constructing lower 
bounds for the integer least-squares problem (8) based on 
ideas from Hm estimation theory. We show that computing 
these bounds requires only quadratic complexity, and that 
they are tighter than the sphere and polytope constrained 
bounds of [7], by virtue of the fact that they subsume them 
as special cases. 
For simplicity, in this paper we assume that the sym- 
bols are points from a BPSK (or QPSK, in the complex 
case) constellation. This implies that D = { - + $  +}"-'. 
However, extensions of the results to higher constellation is 
straightforward. 
2. H-INFINITY BASED LOWER BOUND 
In this section, we propose finding the lower bound LB in 
(7) based on HM theory. To simplify notation, we rewrite 
(8) as 
where a = Sl:k- l ,  b = 21:k-1, and L = & : k - l , l : k - l .  
Consider an estimation problem where a and b - La are 
unknown vectors, b is the observation, and the quantities 
we want to estimate are a and b. In the H" framework, the 
goal is to construct estimators A = fl(b) and 6 = fZ(b), 
such that for some given y and cu > 0, we have 
for all a and b (see, e.g., [8]). 
Obtaining the desired lower bound from (10) is now 
straightforward. Note that for all a and b we can now write 
and, in particular, 
Note that the minimization on the RHS of(l1) is straight- 
forward since it can be done componentwise. Thus, for any 
HD" estimators, a = jl(b) and 6 = f2(b), (11) provides 
a readily computable lower bound. The issue, of course, i s  
how best to obtain a and b (and a and 7). To this end, let us 
assume that the estimators are linear, i.e., ii = K1 b and b = 
K2b for matrices K1 and Kz of the approprjate size. Intro- 
CY(I -LK2)L I - K1 LKz 1 fi:( I - NIL) 1 ducing c = [ b-La z  ] and T =- [J 
we have from (1 1) that for all c it must hold that 
c*T*Tc 5 y2c*Ic, 
(see 181). This implies the matrix inequality 
The tighter the bound in (12), the tighter will be the bound 
in (12). Hence we will attempt to choose K1 and K2 to 
make Y - ~ T ' T  as close to identity as possible. 
After multiplying the left-hand side with the unitary ma- 
trix [-ALv-l V-1 &E-*]*, and the right-hand side 
&L 1 and aLL' + I = A&, and noting that T = 
L '  J [zd [ f i L  I ] ,  (12) can be reformulated as 
[ CB' CC' I Y21, (13) 1 AA* + BB* BC* 
where A = ,/%-I, B = crL*A-* - KIA, and C = 
( I  - LK2)A. We have many degrees of freedom. Let us set 
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C*C = $1, for some 0 < y1 < y. To make half the eigen- 
values of T - ~ T * T  unity, we can now set the Schur comple- 
ment of the ( 1 , l )  entry to zero, i.e., (y2-y~)1--GB*(~*1- 
(AA* + BB*))-lBC* = 0. From these two, it easily fol- 
lows that BB* = (1 - 3)(y ' I  - AA*). Furthermore, for 
all this to hold, we must have y21 - (AA* + BB*) 2 0 
or, in other words, y2 2 ;+x,i,(L*L). 1 Putting everything 
together, we establish a lower bound on the value of the ob- 
jective function in (U) LBhi,f as 
2 
(14) 
where l i l  = cuL*(ct.LL* + I)-' - BA-', B is any ma- 
trix such that BB* = (1 - $)(n,21 - a(cuL*L + I ) - ' ) ) ,  
and cy, y and y1 are real positive scalars such that y2 2 
+tX,,.,JL*L) 
It should be noted that we have several degrees of free- 
dom in choosing the parameters (71, y, a, B) to tighten the 
bound in (14) as much as possible. How to do this is cur- 
rently under investigation. However, a simple choice is to 
let y1 + y. This has two benefits: it maximizes the second 
term in (14) and it sets B = 0 so that we need not worry 
about which square root matrix for B to choose. Finally, to 
maximize the first term, we need to take y as its smallest 
value, i.e., y2 = 
The above discussion provides that the lower bound from 
(14) simplifies to 
and y > yl. 1 
1 
$+A,, ( L * L ) .  
Although we have aIready chosen parameters y1 and 7, the 
value of LBhtnf in (15) is still dependent on the choice of 
the parameter CY. Ideally, a should be chosen so that it max- 
imizes LBhi,f in (15). However, this optimization appears 
to be computationally difficult, and hence we choose a as 
With the choice of & as in (161, we obtain the value of a 
lower bound for the integer least-squares problem (8) or (9) 
as 
In the following section we will show that LB;',';' = 
I/A-lb11* - with b as defined in (16) is precisely the 
value of the lower bound on the integer least-squares prob- 
lem in (8) or (9) if 1(A-1b112 - > 0, in the case 
when the search space is relaxed to the sphere. This will 
mean that computing LB,$$; will be of quadratic complex- 
ity as shown in [7]. Furthermore, computing D L B  is also 
of quadratic complexity per each node. The reason is that 
the inversion of (&U* -t I )  only requires inversion of its 
eigenvalues. This latter operation is linear per node since 
the SVD decomposition of L, required for finding LBK), 
can be done off-line as we discuss in the following section. 
For the completeness we now state the modification of 
the sphere-decoding algorithm using lower bounds found 
based on the H" approach suggested in this section. 
Input: Q, R, x, y = Q + x ,  d. 
1. Set k = m, d; = d2, ylmlm+l = ym 
1 7  
& - L B h * n f . ~ + Y ~ l . + + l  2. (Bounds fors/;) Set U B ( s k )  = ld  
T k . k  
d: -LB,,t nf. h +Y b 1 I + 1 
Sk = [-' r k , h  1 - 1, where LBhi7Lf.k 
is given by (17) (in (17), index k which indicates the 
dimension of the problem is omitted for convenience; 
furthermore LBhinf,l = 0) 
3. (Increase sk) sk  = sk -t 1. If sk 5 UIB(s,+) go to 5 ,  
else go to 4. 
4. (Increase k )  k = k + 1; if k = m + 1 terminate 
algorithm, else go to 3. 
6. Solution found. Save s and its distance from x, dg - 
I$ + (YI - T ~ , I s ~ ) ' ,  and go to 3. 
3. SPECIAL CASES 
In this section, we show how the lower bound derived in the 
previous section is related to the lower bounds based on the 
relaxation of the search space studied in [7 ] .  
3.1. Spherical Relaxation 
Let us recall from [7] how the lower bound on the problem 
(8) can be evaluated in case when the search space is relaxed 
where is the solution of the following optimization 
to a sphere. h t  LB,,h = Ilz1+1 - ~ ~ : ~ - I , ~ : ~ - ~ S ~ : ~ - ~ I I ~  2 
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problem 1 0 l o g l o ~ ,  where o2 is the variance of each component of 
the noise vector w. As can be seen, the total flop count of 
the standard sphere decoder to which wt  refer as the SD- 
algorithm is improved at low S N R s .  Also on Figure 1, the 
distributions of the number of visited nodes per level in the 
search tree are shown. As it can be seen the newly suggested 
algorithms prune the number of points in the tree by several 
order of magnitude. However, only HINFSD-algorithm im- 
proves the total flop count since it uses the tighter lower 
bound that the SPHSD-algorithm. 
where A* is obtained as a solution of 
r niqi k - 1  
&z = 4. 
i= 1 
Clearly, if ~ ~ = , ( ~ - > '  1. y ,  weobtain LB,,h = 0. 
Now, it is not difficult to show that, upon differentiating 
(16), one obtains l/b = A *  in the case when EL='=,( %)' > 
y ,  which corresponds to 11A-1b112 - > 0. Fur- 
thermore, it is easy to show that in this case LB,,h = 
L B e :  = \lA-'b1t2 - 3. When ~ ~ ~ 1 ( ~ ) 2  5 v, 
we obtain that LB,,h = 0, and thus in the corresponding 
case \lA-'bIl2 - 9 5 0 in (17) we also have LBhinf = 
0. Since for llA-1b(12 - 9 > 0 from (17) follows that 
DLB 2 0, we conclude that the lower bound LB,,,f on 
the integer least-squares problem defined in (8) is tighter 
than the lower bound LB,,h on the same problem obtained 
with the relaxation of the search space to a sphere. 
We may remark that had we started with the following 
Hm problem 
then we would have immediately obtained the spherical re- 
laxation. (10) is therefore more general in the sense that 
there is an extra term in the numerator. 
To summarize, the lower bound (17) on the problem (8) 
is tighter than the one obtained relaxing the search space to 
a sphere. We formally refer to the use of the lower bound 
LBhinf defined in (17) in the sphere decoding algorithm 
as MNFSD-algorithm and to the use of the lower bound 
LB,,h as SPHSD-algorithm. Their performances are com- 
pared in Figure 1. The simulation results presented in Fig- 
ure 1 are obtained with the radius initially chosen as sug- 
gested in [3] and updated each time we reach the bottom 
of the tree. Additionally, Schnor-Euchner strategy was em- 
ployed in searching the tree points at each level. For the 
plots we present we have chosen m = 45 and so snr = 
1 I l0"l' I 
.nr leal h d  
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Fig. 1. H-infinity and sphere relaxation based lower bound 
for m = 45 
3.2. Polytope relaxation 
In this subsection, we show that the lower bound on the inte- 
ger least-squares problem (8) in case when the search space 
is reIaxed to a polytope is yet another special case of the 
lower bound derived in Section 2. 
Now, if we instead of (19) use 
where D is diagonal positive semi-definite matrix but with 
possibly different elements on the diagonal, we will clearly 
tighten the bound obtained using spherical relaxation. Fur- 
thermore, it is not too difficult to show that the bound de- 
fined in (20) corresponds to the bound obtained by relax- 
ing the search space to a polytope. The performance of the 
polytope relaxation, as well as the way to evaluate the lower 
bound in this case, is already analyzed in earlier work. We 
omit the details and refer the interested reader to [7] .  
4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
In this paper, we attempted to improve the computational 
complexity of sphere decoding in the regimes of low SNR 
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andlor high dimensions, by further pruning points from the 
search tree. The main idea is based on computing a lower 
bound on the remainder of the cost function as we descend 
down the search tree (the standard sphere decoder simply 
uses a lower bound of zero). If the sum of the current cost 
at a given node and the lower bound on the remaining cost 
from that node exceeds the cost of an already found so- 
lution, then that node (and all its descendants) are pruned 
from the search lree. In this sense, we are essentially using 
a “branch and bound” technique. 
The main contribution of this paper is a new method 
of computing the lower bounds. The method we proposed 
is based on H w  estimation. In generat, the bounds based 
on this approach depend on the simultaneous choice of sev- 
eral parameters. One possible choice of these parameters re- 
sults in a bound that is guaranteed to be better than the one 
obtained by simply relaxing the search space to a sphere. 
These lower bounds appear to be promising since, in an 
earlier work, we have noted that lower bounds tighter than 
the ones obtained by relaxing the search space to a sphere 
yet still being of quadratic computational complexity would 
improve the performance of the sphere decoder algorithm. 
We presented simulation results which demonstrated that 
the new lower bound, leads to a modified sphere decod- 
ing algorithm significantly faster than the standard sphere 
decoder algorithm in the regimes of low SNR and/or high 
dimensions. 
Although we found a possible choice of the free param- 
eters such that the new lower bound is better than the previ- 
ously used spherical one, we did not address finding the best 
value of these parameters. This means that, in general, with 
a better choice of the parameters in  (14), our lower bound 
may perform even better. Finding a better way of selecting 
these parameters is currently under investigation. 
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